
Year 4 Literacy Overview: Term 1 
 

Wk L & S Blend/Segment Positional Frequency Shared Text Reading Strategy Morphology Vocabulary Sentence Structure Writing Grammar Assessment 

1 
 Complete Letters and Sounds Spelling Test.  

Note the errors and revise throughout Year 4. 
Spelling Rules    Introduction to Morhphemes Review Simple Sentences Recount – Holidays  

Sentence Structure  
Nouns, doing verbs   

2 
Revise Letters and 
Sounds Phase 5 and 6   

    -s -es 
* Review rules for plurals 
cars, reads, reaches 

Living / Non-living 
Natural, construction, static, 
environmental, interaction 
 
Our first people: 
Woomera, cultural, kinship, original, 
ingenuity 
HASS?? 

Expanded Sentences  Sentence Structure  
Common, Proper Nouns, 
saying verbs  

Writing Moderation -  
Narratives 
Cold Task 

3 

 

Revise Letters and 
Sounds Phase 5 and 6   

 Revise Plural’s s  -es, ies  
Revise rules for adding a suffix starting with a 
vowel -ed  -ing  -er  or  -est  -able 

Paul Jennings   -ed -ing -er -or -est -able 
* Review rules for adding suffixes 
starting with a vowel 

Reef 
Untouched, species, reliant, 
pristine, spectacular 

Simple and Compound 
Sentences  

Narrative – Introduction  
 
Sizzling Starters 
  
  

Nouns groups, personal 
pronouns.  

Reading Assessment –  

4 
Revise Letters and 
Sounds Phase 5 and 6   

     -some 
tending to, causing 
handsome, quarrelsome, 
burdensome 

Reef 
Threatened, exceptional, 
preservation, comparison 

Simple and Compound 
Sentences 

Narrative - Characterisation 
 
Dynamic Dialogue 

 Noun groups, personal 
pronouns 
 

  

5 

 

Revise Letters and 
Sounds Phase 5 and 6   

  
 

   -en 
become 
enlighten, strengthen, awaken 

Animals 
Nocturnal, symbiotic, protectively, 
ubiquitous, variegated 

 Simple and Compound 
Sentences 

Narrative – Setting 
 
Show don’t Tell 

Revision    

6 

  

Alternative spelling of long 
vowel sounds in 
multisyllabic words:  
Short a  
Short a sound accent in  
1st syllable 

cactus, chapter, canyon, tadpole, ambush, 
magic 
 
- revise previous short a sound 
words.  
- attic, batter, happen, valley, 
traffic, pattern, fabric, plastic, 

Homophones - rap/wrap  
*Suffix al - meaning (like) and the sound of it 
(can’t hear short a sound). 

   -tion -sion 
state of being 
position, promotion, cohesion 

 Deserts 
Vast, isolated, blustery, oasis, 
barren, biome 

 Simple and Compound 
Sentences 

Narrative – Build up 
Tightening the Tension 

Nouns groups, adjectives  

7 

 

Long a  
ai , ay , a_e, eigh, a , ei 
Long a sound in first 
syllable  
  
Long a sound in second 
syllable 

- revise previous long a sound 
words.  
  
- vacant, navy, basic, crater, April, 
radar, wafer, famous, raking, rainbow, painter, 
dainty, bracelet, pavement, placement, safety, 
statement  
- complain, contain, explain, 
remain, terrain, exclaim, campaign, decay, 
portray, parade, amaze, dictate, erase 

* Revise position of ai/oi and ay/oy 
in words  
* Discuss verbs that change when 
changed into past tense- see/ saw, grow/grew, 
know/knew instead of adding ed.  
 *Homophones: rain/reign/rein 
 steak/stake           way/weigh   
praise/prays  
*Suffix -ment e.g. measurement, amazement, 
embarrassment  
 *Prefix ambi- meaning both, around 
(ambiguous, ambient,) 

  -ess 
female, feminine 
lioness, hostess, goddess 

Rainforest 
Canopy, understorey, strata layers, 
dependent, emergent 
 
 

Simple and Compound 
Sentences 

Narrative – Problem  Nouns, number adjectives  
 

 

8 
Syllable Pattern -  
Compound words 

landfill, , landlord, landscape, landslide, 
landmark, salesman, snowman, fireman, 
playhouse, playground, playmate, playpen, 
playroom, playwright, headlight, headline, 
headband,  seaweed, seashore, seagull, 
seafood, seaside 

*When the compound word is made up of two 
one-syllable words, divide between the two 
words which make up the compound.  
sea/side, land/lord, in/side  
 *Greek Roots -astro-  -aster-, meaning stars 
(astronomy, astronaut)  
 *Latin Roots -bene-, meaning good 
(benefactor, benevolent) 

  -ation 
action or process 
federation, separation, starvation 

Personal traits 
Helpfully, conceited, self-sacrificing, 
grateful, considerate 

Simple and Compound 
Sentences 

Narrative – Resolution  Nouns, number adjectives  
 

 

9 
/ar/   -ar-   -al-   -a-  
  
-ar in first syllable 

revise previous ar sound words  
  
artist, garden, carpet, harvest, garlic, partner, 
margin, sharpen, carbon, sparkle, faster, 
casket, master, nasty, 

* Teach /ar/ like as in far and past  
 *Homophones: farther/father 
 past/passed  
*Suffix age-  meaning that which is package, 
usage, marriage  
Discuss rules for adding a suffix that starts 
with a vowel sound  
*Prefix sub-, meaning under, lower (submerge, 
submarine) 

  -ion 
action or condition 
creation, notion, union 

Emotions 
Guilty, jealousy, excitably, rage, 

Simple and Compound 
Sentences 

Plan and write a Narrative  Simple sentences relating 
verbs 
 

Writing Narrative Moderation 
Assessment  
 
Hot Task 
 
 
Speaking and Listening  
Students read Narrative to 
class?? 

10 
/air/ -air –are -ear  
-air accent in first syllable 
-air accent in second 
syllable 

- revise previous air sound words  
- stairway, fairway, chairman, 
careful, parent, barely, barefoot - repair, 
despair, unfair, impair, prepare, compare, 
beware, aware 

*Homophones: wear/where/ware  
*Compound words: airport, airtight, aircraft, 
airmail, airline *Greek root: aero – air, meaning 
involving air (aeroplane, airport, aeronautics) 

 Review Review  Friendship 
Confidence, popularity, supportive, 
thoughtfully, trustworthy 

Simple and Compound 
Sentences 

Review  Review  

 


